
Phases

Feels behind and debates

if they want to keep


working on their PLP

Either completes their 
PLP or decides not to 

pursue their PLP

Reflects on their PLP 
experience and looks 

ahead to their next PLP

Start making progress 

with PLP

Has other homework that 

they work on during PLP

Gets inspiration to

continue with PLP

Student tried to get 

guidance on their PLP

Gets distracted & forgets 

about PLP. Faces a setback


they cant resolve

Student finds new 

interest.

Student sets goals about 

what they want to do.

Tries to find relevant

 resources to get started

Feels empowered to 
pursue a new PLP, or uses 
PLP time for homework

Start of PLP (Research/Ideation) During PLP After PLP (Completion/Give up) Summary of  Learner’s Journey
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Action

Thoughts

&


Feelings

“I could do a PLP about 
making cheese!” (SD:G2)

“I start off with a very 
clear list of things I want 

to achieve” (FG:E)

“ I don’t have the 
resources and I face a 
minor setback” (FG:A)

“Maybe I read or 

watch something and 
think this is really cool, 

get ideas & it’s a 
catalyst” (FG:M)

“I was going to build a 
robot and I never finished 

it. I just needed a few 
more pieces of it but I 

never got them” (FG:MA)

“I try to get back on 
track and sometimes I 
do, sometimes I don’t.. 
there’s no in between.” 

(FG:MA, FG:E)

“I just want to use my 
PLP time as a study 

hall” (FG:L)“I tried to do many PLPs 
but I always give up” 

(FG:L)

“I taught myself to code, 
took classes and made 

a game afterwards” 
(FG:AB)

“Doing PLPs helped 
me feel confident in 

my ability to guide my 
own education” (SI:E)

“You have to create an 
argument for why you 

were going to stop 
doing that PLP. It can’t 

just be “Oh, I don’t want 
to do it anymore” (FG:L)

“It’s hard to get 
communication for 

PLPs... there’s always a 
lot going on” (SD:G2)

“I try to multitask PLPs 
then I think I’ll 


get this all done 

and I’ll win” (FG:E)

“I usually get creative 
again and try to have a 

finished product” 
(FG:M)

“When I get distracted 
with other projects, my 
PLP slows down and I 

get sad about it” (FG:E)

Painpoints
Some student have too many 

different ideas and don’t 
know where to start

Student faces unforeseen 
challenges in their project

Lack of motivation to resolve 
obstacles and complete PLP

Lack of self-reflection on 
student’s learning journey

Students decide to use PLP 
time as study time instead of 

exploring new projects

Self-doubts and worries if 
goals are achievable

Difficulties finding resources 
needed for doing the PLP

Underestimating time and 
effort required to finish their 

project

Student get distracted due 
to other priorities like class 

work and college apps.  

Without inspiration or self-
motivation, students lose 

interest and give up

Limited teacher attention 
during PLP blocks. Students 
don’t ask for help even if they 

need it

SERVICE BLUEPRINT: VISION STATE

Momentum: Empowering Learners by Guiding Progress

JOURNEY MAP: CURRENT STATE

Unfolding the Personalized Learning Plan Journey

Phases

Sits down for PLP block 

& prepares to work.

Student explores the past 
PLP projects suggested 

by Momentum for 
inspiration.

Student inputs basic 
information about their PLP 

(planned timeline, goals, 
key benchmarks)

Reminds students to fill out 
the check-in form

Review students’ 
proposed timelines

Guides students on choosing 
ideas 

Set up check-in preferences 
and tool onboarding

Reminds students to fill out 
the progress form

Checks device to see 
students that signed up

 for check-in, in order of 

urgency.

Student receives check-in

form notification on their


computer or mobile.

Fills out check-in form on 

their phone that they 


want to meet with teacher.

Works individually & 

prepares questions 


for their teacher.

Student meets with 
teacher for a  1-1 session

Student continues to 

work on PLP after the 

meeting with teachers.

Student uploads photos 

of progress with captions  

for teacher to see.

Student follows up on  
their plan & continue  

progress on PLP outside 
of class time

Student fills out a new 
widget form to inform 

teacher on updates and 
how they will spend PLP 

block.

Student uploads photos

of their progress from


this PLP block.

Student reviews their 
progress & project 

development.

Student views their peers’ 
projects to get inspiration 

for their next PLP.

Start of PLP BlockPre-PLP During PLP Block End of PLP Block After PLP ProjectNext PLP Block (2 days later)
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Teacher 
Action

Back-end

Teacher meets with student, 
checks on their plan for PLP 

and gives suggestions / 
feedback

Student gathers their PLP 
notes and materials

Teacher reviews all students’ 
PLP progress after PLP block 

& leave comments.

Fills in check in form  
via mobile or laptop

Fills in PLP timeline via 
mobile or laptop

Curated digital repository of 
student PLPs

Teacher quickstart guide

 1-1 conversation between 
student and teacher to 

discuss PLP ideas

Teacher addressing  
class of students

Student and teachers discuss 
student’s PLP journey

Teacher dashboard displays 
student’s  

form response

Note taking in notebook

 1-1 conversation between 
student and teacher

Physical production of PLP 
depending on focus

Student gathers relevant 
materials and prepares 
based on Momentum 

prompts

Reminder to upload progress 
photo

Progress upload via mobile 
photo/scan

Reminder to fill out check-
in form on mobile or 

laptop widget

Reminder sent to  
teacher to review student’s 

upload

Progress upload via mobile 
or laptop

Digital repository

of students’ PLPs

Teacher’s view of student 
progress

Student’s view of self-
progress

Teachers have access to 
all the progress records 

& are able to see 
student development.

Teachers refer to

PLP repository for 


resources and ideas

to suggest.

Sending automatic 
reminders to students.

Considers’ students interests 
and provides examples from 

past PLPs

Stores student PLP timelines 
for progress tracking

Updates students about new 
feedback from teacher.

Aggregate student progress 
for teacher review

Sending automatic reminder 
to fill in check-in form to 

students.

Sending automatic reminder 
to students to upload 

progress.

Visualizes progress via 
dashboard / summary of 

work.

Publishes and

organizes student’s

PLP once they are


finished.

Sending updated alerts

 to teachers.

Provides prompts to help 
students prepare questions 

and updates for the check-in

Reminder sent to upload 
progress photo at end of 

class via mobile.

WORK 
SESSION

How will you 
spend PLP block 

today?

P PL
P PL Student has  

uploaded progress

TEACHER

I think you 
should...

P PL

SUBMIT

FORM

TEACHER’S VIEW

STUDENT’S VIEW

PLP ARCHIVE

PLP TIMLINE

If a student is 
consistently saying no 
to feedback, a teacher 

can log into the 
dashboard & see their 

progress to ensure they 
are doing okay.

PLP REPOSITORY

Students repeat mistakes in 
their next PLP
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Students are eager to explore their 
interests through a PLP. However, they 
may lose motivation when they face 
difficulty finding relevant resources or 
become busy with other commitments. 
While some students successfully navigate 
and complete their PLP, others discontinue 
their pursuit and lack motivation to 
attempt another PLP.

Teacher addressing class of 
students


